Rid-a-Bug

Flea & Tick Killer

Insecticida para pulgas y garrapatas.

Room & Pet Spray

- For Treatment of Carpeting, Bedding & Upholstered Furniture
- Can Be Used On Pet Bedding & Dogs
- Neutralizes Pet Odors

Active Ingredient:
Pyrethrin

Other Ingredients: 99.5%

Net Wt 14 oz (396 g)

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION: Sore eyes or skin. Seek medical care if irritation persists.

MANTENGASE FUERA DEL ALCANCE DE LOS NIÑOS

PRECAUCIÓN: Consultar a un profesional de la salud si hay irritación.
READ ENTIRE LABEL BEFORE USE.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
If a solution of this product and water is not used in a manner consistent with its labeling, SHAKE WELL BEFORE USING.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Do not apply this product to glass, metal or other surfaces, or to any other surface that may be affected by this product. This product is designed for use on the following surfaces:

- Surfaces that are not affected by this product, including but not limited to:
  - Wood
  - Stone
  - Ceramic
  - Metal
  - Glass

All surfaces treated must be limited to spot or crack-and-collapse treatments only, except for the following permanent types:

1. Treatment of wall and vegetation around the structure
2. Application to impervious surfaces such as sidewalks, driveways, porches, and similar flat surfaces (such as books or windows), where water flow is limited to spot and crack-and-collapse treatments only. Application to points defined by the same or similar types of surfaces, such as driveways, rails, fences, and similar structures, requires the use of appropriate products and equipment.
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TREAD CAREFULLY. RESTRICT USE TO AREAS WHERE WATER FLOW IS LIMITED TO SPOT OR CRACK-AND-COLLAPSE TREATMENTS ONLY. Application to points defined by the same or similar types of surfaces, such as driveways, rails, fences, and similar structures, requires the use of appropriate products and equipment.
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